Seat altea 2008

The third generation Toledo was identical, except for the addition of a larger boot. It was
launched at the Geneva Motor Show. In , the Altea Freetrack, with 4WD and higher suspension,
was released. The Altea was released a few years after many of its competitors arriving on the
scene, but it was expected to sell well. However, it exceeded expectations, and 31, Alteas were
sold within the first year. An unusual design feature is the 'vertical parked' windscreen wipers,
which are designed to improve pedestrian safety. They disappear in to the window surround
either side of the screen. The effect is a completely cleanly swept windscreen, but does mean
the 'A pillars' are rather wide and cause a blind spot. Internal combustion engines are available,
with the range topping 2. There are four gearboxes available depending on market and engine ;
five or six speed manual , five speed tiptronic automatic , and six or seven speed Direct-Shift
Gearbox. It is named after the Spanish city of Altea. The following powertrain specifications are
available:. A flexible-fuel vehicle model was also on offer, under the label " MultiFuel ", featuring
the 1. Sales commenced in November All versions of the Freetrack, except the 2. The 4WD
versions are also called Seat Altea 4. However, the Freetrack could be seen as a competitor for
small SUVs from other marques. The possible internal combustion engine choices are almost
the same as for the normal Altea. When launched, it was available in a very uncommon intense
yellow. This colour was also seen on models in several promotional brochures - however the
colour scheme went out of production by August The following powertrain options are
available, with certain configurations utilising Volkswagen Groups highly regarded Direct-Shift
Gearbox DSG : [20] [21]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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Altea â€” Spain: Martorell , Catalonia. Walter de Silva. Compact MPV M. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive. Volkswagen Group A5 PQ Petrol engines : 1. Martorell , Spain. City car. Ibiza I.
Ibiza II. Ibiza III. Ibiza IV. Ibiza V. Toledo IV. Small family car. Toledo I. Toledo II. Toledo III. Large
family car. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Alhambra I. Alhambra II. Mini SUV. Compact SUV.
Mid-size SUV. On top of that, the carmaker developed a taller bodywork, resulting in a roomy
interior. From the front, the Altea XL showed the same front fascia as its Altea sibling. Its
SEAT-specific headlights with feline-eye shape followed the new-edge design concept with
flowing lines and sharp angles. Walter da Silva sketched the car, and he continued their profile
with a waved line sculptured on the door panels. The XL version was mm 7. At the front, the
high seating position and the curved dashboard looked like SEAT carried it over from the Leon
compact hatchback. Its specific instrument panel layout, with a center-mounted tachometer,
was unusual for an MPV. The Altea XL offered room for five, like its smaller sibling, but with a
generous trunk space that provided liters A significant improvement for the car was the sliding
rear bench, which allowed more legroom or trunk space, depending on the situation. There were
not too many surprises under the hood as the Altea XL carried over the same drivetrains from
its shorter brother, although it was also available with an all-wheel-drive system, which made it
better on loose surfaces. All rights reserved. Pick brand. Fun to drive and very easy to park.
CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Excellent
Family Car â€” Very smooth driving, nice shape and color, not too common, not too low. I am
now quite happy with the telecontrol buttons. SEAT has a nice site. This car is a fun car to drive.
You should give it a try. Thats great when you have kids! And I really like the new Seat design!
This model is kind of slow just hk with flexifuel.. The build quality is realy god for the price! My
old car Peugeot was far far more plastic than this! The rear screen is loved by my daughter. It's
performance is very powerful. It's engine is a HP Diesel. It's also very comfortable inside. The
automatic Climatronic is very powerful too. I just can recommand this family based car. I have a
lot of fun to drive with this amazing car. Seat Altea Xl â€” Personal looking car with good
quality. Spacious car with solid structure, and a nice new car smell :. Interior is stylish, with the
exception of the center console, that could've used some more work. Have you driven a Seat
Altea? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Seat Altea reviews reviews. Luka writes:.
Cons: None. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Emmanuel writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: It keeps being new. Cons: The remote control buttons. Gustaf writes:. Cons: not that

much. Is this helpful? Pascal writes:. Pros: Best car ever. Jami writes:. Pros: Quality, concept,
personality. Cons: center console. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Altea in your area?
Cons: The remote control buttons Is this review helpful? Cons: not that much 1 of 1 people
found this review helpful. Pros: Best car ever Cons: None Is this review helpful? Pros: Quality,
concept, personality Cons: center console Is this review helpful? It offered a lot of room and a
proven Volkswagen platform. It was built on the same basis as the second generation of the
Seat Leon, which was a compact hatchback built on the same platform as the Volkswagen Golf.
The front fascia looked like the one found on a Seat Leon, with its trapezoidal small grille and
curved headlights. On the sides, the Altea featured a sculptured profile, with a wave-like line
across the bodywork from the front to the rear fenders. It wasn't the usual design for that time.
The rear though spoiled most of the car design due to its small, up-mounted, taillights. Inside,
there was room for five adult passengers and a decent trunk compartment. Since the car was
built taller than other Seat vehicles, it offered a good headroom. The rear seats were folded to
expand the trunk-space. For the engine compartment, Seat installed most of the engines
available for the Leon, both gasoline and diesel units. It featured a wide choice of engines
between 1. It was mated with either manual or automatic gearboxes. All rights reserved. Pick
brand. SEAT Altea - SEAT Altea 1. SEAT Altea 2. Lembrar password. Criar Conta. Filtrar Limpar.
Tipo de Caixa Manual. Ver todos 3. Cor Amarelo. Ver todos Filtro de Particulas Todos.
Seleccionar Limpar. Tecto de Abrir Tecto de Abrir Manual. Estofos Estofos de Pele. Estofos de
Tecido. Ver todos 2. Volante Volante em Madeira. Volante em Pele. Ver todos 9. Tipo de Airbags
Airbags laterais. Airbag do Condutor. Airbag de Passageiros. Ver todos 4. Ar Condicionado AC
Manual. AC Independente. Chave inteligente. Pack Desportivo. Sensores de Chuva. Sensores de
Estacionamento. Dados do anunciante. Aceita retoma. Vendedores certificados ACAP. Dados
da Viatura. Origem Nacional. Registo s 0. Mais de 6. Ver todos 8. Classe 2. Classe 3. Classe 4.
Programa de Marca. Seleccionar Remover todos os filtros. Ver todos os meus Alertas Receber
alerta. Ver todos os meus Alertas Remover alerta Remover. Saiba tudo aqui! Com garantia. Ver
mais. Adicionar aos Favoritos Remover dos Favoritos. Start-Stop Origem: Nacional. SEAT Altea
1. Com garantia Poucos KMs. Conta profissional. Redes sociais: Facebook Youtube Instagram.
Entre na sua Conta Pessoal. Login com o Facebook Login com conta Google. Utilize o e-mail da
sua Conta no Standvirtual. Esqueceu-se da password? Login Criar conta. Guardar nos
Favoritos. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options.
Found a bug? Have a question about Seat Altea wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: April 15, , p. Search
Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle
or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size
what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size
Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model Specify make, year and model
to find matching wheels: Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Seat Altea 1. It
is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with
the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is
mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the
offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. Seat Altea 2. See Alloy Wheel fitment
information for Seat Altea for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new
project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in
selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other. Share selected data
Facebook Email Copy link address.

